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Getting started

## 
# Name Description

1 Short way to goals

Thank you for your interest in the workflow.link. You can get acquainted with the service on your own, however, we recommend you to
study this user guide carefully. It will make clear the main possibilities available for you.
 
Please, click with your mouse in the lower part of this greeting dialog and confirm that you have read it.

2 The process is
being executed.

Fine! You have learned how to confirm the availability of the resource. Now let us study how to execute a process: Click in the lower part
of the element and set the slider in the end right position.

3 The first goal is
achieved. You have got a general idea of how to execute diagrams.

4 Note that the elements determining resources and goals have acute angles and the elements determining processes have rounded angles.
5 Nested diagrams A sign indicating that there is a nested diagram is shown in the right upper corner of this process. Activate it.

6

Now you know
how to take first
steps in the
program!

Now leave this diagram and study how to work with editing tools.

7 Skip this section If you are familiar with the inShort app, you can skip this section.
 

Nested diagrams
## 

# Name Description
1 This is a simple nested diagram Use nesting in order to avoid overloaded charts: Hide secondary details inside elements.
2 Nesting Resources, processes and folders may only have subdiagrams. A nesting level is not limited.
3 Executing a parent element If an element has a nested diagram, you can execute it only after you have completed the diagram.
4 The diagram is executed. You can exit the diagram by pushing the button in the upper toolbar.
 

Editing a diagram
## 

# Name Description

1 Work mode

An interface can be either in an execution mode or in an editing mode.
You can switch between the modes by using the upper toolbar.
 
You can change the shape and size of objects in the editing mode and you can only execute the diagram in the execution mode.
 
Make sure that the execution mode is active.

2 Editing  
3 Execution  

4 Start creating a new
object

Select a medium sized empty rectangle in the text area on the right. Push the Create new object button. 
 
The Service will suggest to choose the type of a new object. Choose any type from the processes.

5 New object  

6 Create one more
process

The Navigator panel is in the left part of the work area. Choose the second Object collection tab in the Navigator panel.
 
Drag the process from the Navigator panel to the diagram.

7 Collection of objects  

8 Link the created
objects

Tap the edge of the first created object and draw a link to the other object.
 
Ports will be highlighted along the edges of the objects — areas available for links making.

9 Choose the group of
objects Drag the cursor on a free area to start selection and select the created objects.

10  You can copy the group of objects to the clipboard in order to put them in another diagram.

11 Delete the selected
objects Perform deletion by clicking the button in the toolbar.

12 Delete  
13 Text area  

14 Restoring user guide If you have accidentally damaged this user guide while studying it and cannot continue, use the Restore user guide option, which is
available in Settings of the Service.

15 Attention You will have to repeat the material studied previously.
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Diagram elements
## 

# Name Description
1 Main diagram elements Get acquainted with basic steps that will help you to make charts.
2 Elements glossary  
3 Triggers  
5   
 

Main diagram elements
## 

# Name Description
1 Main elements As you have already guessed right, the main diagram elements are resources and processes.
2 Resources The symbols in form of resources are ideal for the visualization of initial conditions, intermediate goals and results.
3 Processes Use names of processes to reflect actions with the resources.

4 Division into general and information
objects

The resources and processes are additionally divided into general (or physical) and information resources and
processes. 
 
Get acquainted with a small diagram showing differences mentioned.

5 Designation The general, or physical, objects have volume whereas the information objects are flat.
6   
 

Division into general and information objects
## 

# Name Description
1 Request for clouds Is submitted in an electronic or oral form.

2  
A physical flow starts here 
 
Pay attention to the step of making a decision: This element helps perform execution branching.

3 Information interactions  
4 Physical processes  
5 Stock availability check Is carried out by checking up in the database

6 Are clouds available in stock? Yes
No

7 Ship clouds from stock  
8  Information flows are shown as thin lines
9 Notification of refusal is sent electronically
10 Print the receipt  
11 Receipt  
12 Clouds shipment  
13 Deliver clouds  
 

Triggers
## 

# Name Description

1 Events The process of performing a task may depend on occurrence of an external event. 
Triggers are used to represent such dependence.

2 Types of triggers  
3 The pizza is delivered.  
4 Wait a minute  
5 Beginning of the total solar eclipse  

6 Manual trigger The simplest triggers are those being controlled manually. You specify yourself that the mentioned event has taken
place.

7 Make a pause  
8 Delay trigger Such trigger is activated after an indicated period of time, e.g. after a minute.

9 A period of time to wait until your
holiday is one minute shorter.  

10 Date trigger This trigger is activated at the time set.
11 The eclipse has elapsed.  
12 Take into account If a date trigger is initiated after the set date, it will never be activated.

13 Now you know how to work with the
triggers  

14   
 

Links and control transfer
## 

# Name Description
1 Branching We discussed the branching operation previously, but now let us look at the reversed situation on an example.
2 Girl  

3 What to put on for a
date?

Red dress
T-shirt with skirt
Shirt with jeans
Blue sundress

4 A boy is delighted by
a girl's look  

5 Independent ports If you experiment with the diagram, you will see that the boy will be delighted anyway, regardless of the girl's choice. Independent
activation ports are responsible for this (yes, and, of course, the girl).

6 Quantity of ports 5 different activation ports are available, each of them may have several connections.
7 Port management You can choose a port type in the connection features card.

8
You have become
familiar with the
activation ports.

 

9   
 

Groups
## 

# Name Description
1 Grouping objects You can graphically emphasize a bundle of context-dependent objects with the help of a group.
2 Types of groups A group may have three types of markup.
3 Track  
4 Horizontal track  
5 Group shortcut Use a group shortcut with the name of a group in order to edit and manage group features.
6 Area  
7 Random diagram area  
8 Line  
9 Column  
10 Group structure Any object being in contact with a group area is included into the group automatically.

11 You have become familiar with the
groups  

12   
 

Work with nested diagrams
## 

# Name Description

1 Features inspector The right part of the work area is usually allotted for the Inspector. The Inspector may have different tab sets which help edit parameters
of different components chosen in the work area, depending on the current active selection.

2  You can change the visibility of the Inspector panel by using the upper toolbar.

3 Simplicity Complex charts are usually difficult for comprehension. The general picture is often overloaded with important, but secondary details.
Skilled use of nested diagrams helps avoid comprehension difficulties.

4
Creating nested
diagrams in the
Inspector

The Nested diagram element is in the main features tab. If an object has a type allowing a more detailed structure with a nested diagram,
but does not have a nested diagram, you can create such a diagram by clicking the corresponding button of the element under
consideration.

5  
If you create a new diagram, its name will coincide with an object name. If you change an object name, the name of a nested diagram
will change correspondingly, but only under the condition that object and diagram names had coincided together before a change was
made.

6  You can also create a nested diagram by clicking a context button which is made available when selecting an object.
7   

8 Deleting nested
diagrams

If an object already has a nested diagram, you can go to the nested diagram by clicking the Roll out button. This element also has the
diagram deletion button. You have to first activate the deletion button by unlocking the lock to the right of the deletion button.

9  Pay attention that the program will not request user confirmation when deleting the diagram as the deletion is performed in two stages.
10 Training Create and then delete a nested diagram for this process.

11
Now you know how
to work with the
nested diagrams.

 

12
Diagram execution
and contribution to
termination

 

13 Diagram execution Objects that do not have outputs are automatically considered as closing. Each such element is allocated a value of its contribution to the
diagram execution. This value is displayed above the right object angle.

14  Objects of certain types do not have to be executed. They are not considered as closing if there are no outgoing connections and it is not
possible to set fixed contribution to the diagram execution.

15 Contribution to
closing a chart When the number of closing processes reaches 100%, a diagram is executed.

16  The amount of contribution is not usually calculated automatically, but…

17 Changing closing
contribution

You can change the amount of contribution in the object features tab. First, unselect that the object contribution to closing the diagram is
assigned automatically and then set a new value. 
 
You can change different scenarios for closing diagrams by changing this parameter.

18  
The objects with overall contribution of 60% were executed previously in this diagram. 
 
Obtain the remaining 40% by using a spontaneous combination of next objects in order to execute a diagram.

19 Fixed contribution If the object contribution has been set manually, it receives a mark.
20   
21   
22   
23   
24   
 

Interface organization
## 

# Name Description

1 General
structure The workflow.link interface is divided into two areas

2 Common area is designated for management of general data used together with all projects and diagrams. You can change the Service settings here, manage
resources and monitor current project summaries.

3 Work area is used for work with diagrams and reports.

4 Integration of
areas

Both areas are integrated into one common space so that the work area is located to the right of the common area. One of the areas is displayed
on the screen of a device, depending on current needs, and, if it is necessary to change the current area, the visible part of the screen moves to
the right or to the left.

5 Common area  
6   
7  You can also switch between the areas by using the button combinations Alt+→ or Alt+←.

8 Go to the
Common area You can go to the Common area via the Service logo in the left part of the upper toolbar.

9 Return to the
Work area You can return to the Work area via the corresponding control element in the right part of the toolbar in the Common area.

10 Work area  
11   
12 Toolbar Provides access to new tools for working with diagrams

13 Navigator

Hierarchy of diagrams
 
Collection of objects
 
Object tree

14 Work area  

15 Inspector The Inspector may have different tab sets which help edit parameters of different components chosen in the work area, depending on the
current active selection.
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Navigator
## 

# Name Description
1 Navigator panel The left part of the work area in the application may be allotted for the Navigator panel.
2  You can change the visibility of the Inspector panel by using the upper toolbar.
3 Tabs The Navigator has three tabs helping get quick access to different data.

5 Hierarchy of diagrams You see a list of parent diagrams in the upper part of this tab, reaching from the current diagram to the Workplace. The lower part of
the tab contains the list of diagrams last accessed.

6 Collection of objects This tab contains a set of possible objects from which a chart can be built. Create new diagram objects by dragging them from this set
to a free space in a diagram.

7 Object tree The tab shows structures of diagrams with all included objects.
8 Navigation You can go to a diagram containing this object by activating a list entry.
9 Displaying status The color of a list element corresponds to its status.

10
Now you know how to
work with the
Navigator
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Collaborative work
## 

# Name Description

1 Work group A man, acting independently, is able to achieve impressive, but limited by his possibilities goals. That is why people form work
groups in order to achieve certain goals.

2 Limiting access

It is useful to limit the range of possible user operations with project diagrams depending on the responsibility area, competence and
for reasons of safety.
 
Two factors have an influence on user access to diagram data…

3 Access level  
4 User level  
5 Effective access level The resulting access level that a user will have is determined as a minimum level from the three possible levels:

6 User diagram access
level  

7 User level  

8 Diagram owner access
level  

9 Thus, you need to have an editing access level in order to edit a diagram, to be a manager level user, and the owner of a diagram itself has
to be a manager level user.

10  Any user of the Service may execute and comment a diagram if he or she has access to it. Thus, only one user, the project manager,
and many executors are needed for work on a project.

11   
 

Work group
## 

# Name Description

1 Effective group work The collaborative work, despite its obvious advantages, may demand additional cost for coordination and synchronization of efforts
between work group members.

2 Efficiency factor  
3 Concurrence occurs when a work group uses…
4 Synchronization is maintained when a work group is provided with...
5 Supportive tool  
6 Single work space is structured information about goals, resources and planned work, enhanced with necessary work materials. 
7 Work in real time All group participants interact with each other directly and without delays, correcting mutual efforts. 
8 workflow.link efficiency System users have access to a common work space in real time.
9   
 

Access level
## 

# Name Description
1 Access level determines powers and authority of a particular user in a certain diagram.

2 Access level
validity

If there are objects with nested diagrams in a diagram to which access has been provided, the same access level may be assigned to the
nested diagrams. However, another access level may be specified for a nested diagram, it will then be valid for this diagram and all its nested
diagrams.
 

3 Consequently,
the access level set in a diagram is valid in this diagram. If such access is not determined, the access level next to the hierarchy of the parent
diagram is set. 
 

4 Thus, if you set rights for a user in the root diagram of a project, you at once provide access to the entire project.
5  Let us look at the list of the available access levels…

6 Diagram owner
This access level is automatically assigned to the user on whose Workplace a project was initially created. The diagram owner may perform
any possible actions with a diagram. You may not change this level or assign it to another user — only the project owner will always have
maximum rights.

7   

8 Editing a
diagram

Users with the rights of this access level may also perform any actions in a diagram, as a diagram owner. However, compared with the
diagram owner access level, this access level may be changed or completely withdrawn.

9   

10 Diagram
execution

Users with the rights of this access level may not create or change objects, links or nested diagrams. They also may not edit many object
parameters. Nevertheless, users with the execution access level rights may change an object status, edit their schedule parameters and leave
comments. Thus, these users may execute the diagrams created previously.

11   

12 Viewing a
diagram

This is the access level that only provides the possibility of getting acquainted with a diagram without being able to make changes in any
manner. Users with the rights of this access level may leave a comment to a diagram and diagram objects.

13   

14 Access closed Use this access level if it is necessary to close the access to a nested diagram for a user by preserving his or her access level to a parent
diagram or a project in general.

15   
16   
 

User level
## 

# Name Description
1 User level determines the possibilities of a user for work with the Service.
2  Let us look at the list of possible user access levels…

3 Manager Such user may use all the possibilities provided by the Service. This level is automatically assigned to all new users for a period of one month
and, at a later stage, is available upon subscription.

4   

5 Planner The planner level user may execute diagrams and edit parameters of diagram objects. This level is automatically assigned to a user after his
subscription is expired.

6   

7 Executor The executor level provides the rights to a user to only execute and comment the diagrams created by managers. This level is automatically
assigned to a user after his probation period has ended.

8   
9 Side executor The user who has access to a diagram without having registered in the Service may only execute and comment diagrams.
10   
11   
 

Work with control lists
## 

# Name Description

1 Control list is a list of tasks structured in a special manner with the aim to achieve the goals set and a mnemonic instrument, i.e. reduces to a
minimum the possibility of losing important information.

2 The simplest example of
the control list

is shown left.
 
You are certainly familiar with it, but it is often useful for beginners.

3 Use of control lists The control lists not only educate, but they are also useful for performing critically important tasks, where it is necessary to follow
a certain way of behavior.

4 workflow.link
methodology

Our Service offers you to use our unique methodology of work on tasks. This methodology is based on the best methods of
managing business processes and projects, it takes into account recommendations of the Theory of Constraints and a number of
other business practices.

5 Methodology control list The Inspector has the Control list tab for each diagram, where the methodology steps, which you can mark as executed, are given. 
6   

7 Use of the list provides a
number of advantages…  

8 Completeness of
execution following the control list guarantees that all necessary steps in creating a diagram will be made.

9 Status control You can immediately understand which status has work with a diagram.

10 Tutorial In the case if it is not clear what you have to do at the moment, the current entry of the control list always indicates what you have
to do.

11 Estimation of work scope If you know in advance the scope of work you have to fulfill, you can in advance estimate the time input.

12 Control list
entries Control list entries are divided into several stages…

13 Creating a diagram  
14 Work group  
15 Planning  
16 Execution  
17 Summing up  

18 Before starting your
vehicle  

19 1. You have to estimate
the state of wheels  

20
2. You have to make sure
that the registration
number is readable

 

21 3. You have to adjust the
seat  

22 4. You have to adjust the
side mirrors  

23 5. You have to fasten and
tighten your seat belt  

24 Go to the control list of
starting the vehicle  
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Achievement of goals
## 

# Name Description

1 Initial
data

When you start creating a diagram, you usually only have in your mind a clear picture of your goals and your initial possibilities. Use a simple
methodology to create new diagrams successfully.

3 Step 1. Put your goals as resources in the right lower angle of a diagram.
4 Step 2. Mark the available resources in form of objects in the upper part of the diagram.
5 Step 3. Put the assumed intermediate goals as resources in the middle part of the diagram.
7 Step 4. Put the processes helping to achieve these goals in front of the goals put in the diagram and connect new processes with their goals.
9 Step 5. In the diagram, draw links from resources to the processes using them; …

10  
… if, in the diagram, there is no resource needed for a process, add a new goal by repeating Step 3 ↑.
Is there any resource?
Yes
No

11 Step 6. Make links between the processes, execution of which depends on each other.

13 Step 7. Make sure that the diagram can be read easily and contains not more than 20 objects; if it is not so, group several context bound objects into one
object of a suitable type with the nested diagram containing this group.

14  Use the function of rolling up the group of objects

15 Step 8. Make sure that the objects have a type corresponding with their substance, visually divide information and physical flows. If the diagram contains
several context bound objects, select them with a group. Put objects of a comment type in places where some explanations are needed.

17 Step 9.
Create a nested diagram for processes that do not represent elementary operations, starting with Step 1.
Elementary operations
A detailed description is needed

18 Step 10. Add a nested diagram preparing the resource for use, where it is necessary, for certain resources. Add a diagram checking the required qualities for
the goal achieved, for selected goals.

19 Summary After completing step 10, we have got a detailed overview of how to obtain a desired result in form of the structured set of diagrams ready to be
executed.
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Resources
## 

# Name Description
1 Resources needed for completing a task

2
Dividing
resources into
types

according to the character of their use

3 Actions  
4 Indicate goals  

5 Execute
operations  

6 To be changed  
7 Type  

8 Resources
provided

Indicate achievement or availability of a unique goal and have a qualitative characteristic.
 

9 Work resources Help to perform work, are an operative factor, and are not spent in the course of work. Have a time measure.

10 Material
resources Are consumed or produced when executing processes. Have a quantitative measure.

11 Representation  
12  Are represented as a separate object in a diagram, and such a separate resource is one of the goals of a diagram.

13 Shared
resources

These resources are an aid for achievement of goals. Are not represented by a separate diagram object and may be used together with
different processes. Are represented in an object using such a resource.

 
Work resources

## 
# Name Description
1 Personnel People complete tasks.
2 Equipment They use equipment for completing tasks.

3 Work resources Personnel and equipment form together work resources. Information about what resources are assigned to tasks is of great importance
for task management.

4 Assignments
You can specify in an object card the assignments for the resources used when performing a task.
 
You can specify in an assignment:

5 Work resource  
6 Resource busyness Busyness determines the percentage of total resource performance used for this task.

7 Assignment mode
This parameter determines how a resource will interact with other resources when performing a task.
 
Three modes are available:

8 Performance
summation

The performance of a resource is added to the performance of other resources. This mode reflects the situation when two employees
perform one task independently.

9 Controlled
summation

The performance of a resource is added to the performance of other resources, but work can only be done if this resource is available.
For example, several learners can only work if there is a tutor or, in the worst case, these are employees only working if the boss is
nearby.

10 Multiplying
performance

The performance of a resource multiplies the performance of other resources. This mode reflects the situation when the performance of
an employee depends on the performance of a machine used for doing work.

11 Diagram
assignments If the object containing a diagram has assignments, all objects in this diagram will have the same assignments. 

12 Group assignments If a group has assignments, all objects in this group will have the same assignments. 

13 Managing work
resources

You can edit in the Options menu the list of work resources used. 
 
You can specify for each resource a basic work calendar and a list of calendar exceptions characteristic only for this resource: leaves,
maintenance periods, etc.
 
If you delete a resource, all its assignments will be deleted.
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Material resources
## 

# Name Description

1 Material resources These are resources consumed or produced in the process of work. They have a quantitative measure.
Such resources may be classified into 6 types

2 Means of payment As a rule, these are financial resources calculated in a certain currency.

3 Consumable material Consumable material has limited use and is completely consumed in the process of use. Is easily replenished and has a large-
scale character.

4 Energy resource Is consumable material acting as a power source needed for performing work.
5 Natural resource Is a resource the replenishment time of which is determined by natural factors. May have regulatory restrictions in its use.
6 Part/component Is a resource which is not an independent workpiece or product.
7 Product Is a resource which is the end result of performing a piece of work.

8 Managing material resources

You can edit in the Settings the list of material resources used.
 
You can specify for each resource units of measurement.
 
If you delete a resource, all its assignments will be deleted.

11 Use of resources  
12 Use by an object You can enter the list of material resources used for a diagram object, for this purpose you need to specify…
13 Resource type from the list in the Settings
14 Character of use Consuming or manufacturing
15 Resource amount  
16 Expected amount Is an average amount required for performing a task numerous times in an extended period of time.
17 Rate You can specify the expected amount as a time rate.
18 Reserve The amount of the reserve for material resources is estimated on the basis of calculated parameters.

19 Planned amount Is the amount of material resources included into plans with the most actual estimate, possible at the moment, under
consideration of the work already performed.

20 Real amount Operatively renewed amount really used in the process of work.
21 Analysis of use  
22 Summary use The total use of resources by all nested objects is calculated for an object with a subdiagram.
23  This is the indirect use of resources according to a diagram. It is highlighted with a paler color.

24 Reserve level
If the consumption of resources exceeds the expected values, the available reserve will help to continue performing a task.
The program calculates the total value of the remaining reserve for consuming or manufacturing all material resources of an
object subdiagram.

25 Assessment of a situation on the basis of the reserve amount
26 Amount is less than 25% The situation is considered as dangerous. Use of material resources shall be reviewed.
27 Amount is less than 50% Caution is advised. Work with resources needs optimization. 
28 Amount is more than 50% Situation is normal
29   
 

Work groups
## 

# Name Description
1 Initial work group After creating an initial structure of tasks, you need to form an initial project work group. It shall include two categories of participants:
2 Impact People who can have a significant impact on the project flow. As a rule, these are customers and owners of the resources needed for work.
3 Competence Specialists having competence needed for realization of a project. 

4  You need to avoid the situation when an even number of specialists of one rank is selected for one competence area. Such situation may
lead to conflicts that cannot be solved by an expert vote.

5 List of participants  

6 Invitation of
participants Send invitations to the assumed key participants of a project.

7 Coordination of
structure of tasks

Discuss with the project participants the structure of project tasks, estimate the availability of initial resources, intermediate goals, and
completeness of processes. If necessary, repeat the previous steps.
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Invitation of participants
## 

# Name Description

1 Invitation The Inspector contains the Access tab where you can create an Invitation for a new group participant. You have to know an e-mail address of
the person you want to invite or his/her user name if he/she is already a system user. You also have to specify one of the access levels.

2   

3
Receiving
invitations
per e-mail

If a user has specified an e-mail address when registering, he/she will receive an e-mail with an invitation, after which a new user may decide
what to do with the invitation. He/she has three possibilities.

4 Standard
work

A user may register in the Service, after which a project from the invitation will automatically be added into the list of projects available for a
user. He/she can immediately start to work with the list.

5 Anonymous
work

A user can start to work with a diagram without registering in the Service. This is a potentially dangerous work mode, as any person who has
received a link for an invitation may use the access to data, provided by this link. In this case, a temporary user named with a target e-mail
address will be added to a project work group. Other project participants will see that this user works anonymously.

6
Going over to
standard work
mode

A user may wish in the course of time to go over to a standard work mode.

7 An invitation
is closed as accepted, and a new user will be added into the list of Work group participants.

8 Client access
Although this possibility is rather unsafe, it may be useful for the organization of client access. If you work on a project according to the goals
of your customer and want to familiarize him/her with the current plans and work progress, but do not want to force up the need of registration
in the Service, you can find acceptable that your customer will visit project diagrams anonymously.

9

Expiration of
the validity
period of an
invitation

 

10 Declining an
invitation A user may decline work in a project

11 An invitation
is closed as declined or exceeding time limit, and it will later not be possible to get access to data.
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Coordination of structure of tasks
## 

# Name Description

1 Additional
information

It is recommended that all additional information about work on a diagram is embodied in a diagram itself in form of comment objects and
attached files with the materials necessary for work.

2 Comment in a
diagram The best opportunity for placement of static additional information.

3 Operative
information

Clarification of secondary issues for which there is no need to put them into a diagram is often needed in the process of work. The Service
provides the possibility of commenting for the purpose that such information does not get lost and overpass a work group.

4 Comments to an
object

The Events tab recording all events occurring with an object or a diagram is available in the Object inspector. One of the functions of this
tab is the possibility of leaving a comment to an object.

5   

6
Comments in
form of
messages

are visible to all users with access to a diagram and get into their news feed.

7  Any user may leave a comment to an object, regardless of his/her user level and diagram access level.
8 Marking as a job If necessary, you can mark a comment as a job for which a special reaction is needed.
9 Job Has a red frame and does not disappear from the news feed.

10 Reacting on a
job A user who has reacted on a job can mark it as done.

11 Done job Has a green frame and marks who and when did the job.
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Projects
## 

# Name Description
1 Time control  

2 Performing a series of
tasks  

3 Calendars  
4 Gantt charts  
5 Work with projects  
6   
7 Project example  
 

Time control
## 

# Name Description
1 Performing time It is useful for the diagram analysis to specify approximate time for performing the planned tasks.
2 Setting expected time You can specify in the Inspector tab with Project object features the expected time for performing the planned tasks. 
3   
4 Uncertainty If the time of completing one or several tasks has significant uncertainty, you can use a special object — time buffer.
5   

6 Time buffer operating
conditions The time buffer uses for its work two schedule types: plan and real schedule

7 Setting a buffer dimension You have to set the required buffer length for executing a diagram in a plan schedule.
8 Synchronization Make sure that a plan schedule is linked with a real schedule in a diagram card.
9  Tap a diagram title in order to open a diagram card.

10 Monitoring

When real schedule terms shift, the size of the time buffer will change correspondingly. 
 
If the size of the time buffer decreases by half, the time dimension will be colored alarming blue.
 
If only a quarter from the buffer is left, the color will be red.

11 Collapsing When the real schedule will reach the buffer, it will automatically be executed with the end time equal to the initial one.

12 Now you know how the time
control mechanisms work. Terms introduced in this section are actively used when working on projects. They will be discussed later.
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Setting expected time
## 

# Name Description

1 Expert assessment As a rule, an expert analyzing the time needed for performing a task ranks the likelihood of completing the task in time, and it is
more than 80%.

2 ! Excluding big cataclysms
3 Disadvantages In most cases, a task is performed earlier as expected. This approach leads to the following undesirable effects:
4 Pessimistic time (P) Maximum time for performing a task, assuming that everything is going wrong.

5 Overestimated desired
expenditure  

6 Low truthfulness of plans  
7 Last day effect When work is not carried out constantly, but closer to a finishing date.

8 Calculation of Expected
time (ET)

The program calculates the optimum expected time according to the formula
ET=(O+4M+P)/6

9 Decision You can obtain a more truthful assessment of the expected time by indicating three parameters
10 Approximation Any parameter may be ignored. In this case, the program itself will pick up a suitable replacing value.
11 Optimistic time (O) Minimum time for performing a task when everything is going well.
12 Normal time (M) Assessment of time under the condition that everything is going as planned.
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Performing a series of tasks
## 

# Name Description
1 Initial data There are three tasks you need to perform subsequently. Time parameters for all tasks are the same…

2 Expected time is 2
days It means that, in half of cases, such a task will be completed in not more than 2 days.

3 Reliable expected time
is 3 days

It means that such a task almost always (90% of cases) can be completed within the time given, but more often will be completed
earlier.

4 Buffer time This is the time you have to add to the expected time in order to get the reliable time of performing a task.
5 Effective plan  

6 Effective plan Is based on the expected time for performing a task. This is the quickest plan composed for an ideal combination of circumstances. It
is obvious that it will be true not more often than once per eight times.

7 Task 1  
8 Task 2  
9 Task 3  
10 Reliable plan  

11 Reliable plan Example of a plan with a “margin”. Its disadvantage is that if tasks are completed more quickly, the total time will be just the same 9
days. Such assessment decreases the efficiency of planning. 

12 Task 1  
13 Task 2  
14 Task 3  
15 Total time 9 days
16 Optimum plan  

17 Reliable and effective
plan Such plan shows the reliable time for performing a task, but does not overestimate terms for separate tasks.

18 Task 1  
19 Task 2  
20 Task 3  
21   
22 Time buffer size is determined as a sum of buffer times of the previous tasks.
23 Time buffer status You can quickly estimate the perspectives of performing a series of tasks in time, according to the level of the time buffer.
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Calendars
## 

# Name Description

1 Working time As a rule, work is not carried out 24 hours, but according a work schedule. Such a schedule is usually composed on a weekly basis,
determining the work schedule for each week day.

2 Work calendars
The program uses work calendars for recording this practice. You can make changes in work calendars in the Settings. 
 
A work calendar has the following parameters:

3 Name Is determined for the identification of a calendar.
4 Weekly schedule The schedule is divided into week days containing…

5 Calendar
exclusions Specifying dates and periods when a weekly schedule is interrupted. Exclusions may be of two types:

6 Daily schedule
This is the list of daily time periods during which work is performed. 
 
You can indicate performance for each period, which will help to take into account changes in work performance during a day.

7 Special date This is a day having a special daily schedule. You have to specify a particular day for an exclusion and to enter a new daily schedule.
8 Standby period Suits well to describe your vacation.
9 Annual date A combination of a day and month being standby periods each year is specified.

10 Generally
accepted holidays You can use an option automatically adding notes on standard annual holidays when entering exclusions.

11 Natural calendar If you do not specify a work calendar, it is assumed that work is carried out continuously all day and each day.

12 Specifying a work
calendar

You can specify a work calendar in the object parameters, after which the execution of an object will follow a new schedule.
 
The influence of work calendars on a schedule will be discussed more detailed in the next section describing the work resources.

13  When you create a new object, you specify a calendar of a parent element and a default calendar, if a parent element calendar is not
specified.
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Gantt charts
## 

# Name Description
1 Gantt chart One of the most illustrative methods of representing a project schedule is a bar chart created by Henry L. Gantt in 1910.

2 Switching between types of
diagrams A switch helping to select a current view of a diagram is in the Options section.

3 Getting acquainted with a
chart

You can see an illustrative example of a Gantt chart in a project in the next section. In the meantime, study the main new
possibilities of work with such diagrams.

4 Collapsing/expanding
subdiagrams

Expand the contents of a subdiagram by activating the icons of an object with a subdiagram. Go to a diagram by tapping a title
of a collapsed diagram.

5 Schedule You can change time parameters of an object by tapping elements of a schedule in the main field of a diagram.
6 Order numbers You can determine the numerical order in a Gantt chart by entering order numbers of the objects.

7 Now you know how to work
with the Gantt charts  

8 Skip this section  
 

Work with projects
## 

# Name Description
1 Diagram as a project You can consider practically each diagram in this program as a diagram of the project tasks (or PERT chart)

2 Analysis of projects
The Analysis of a diagram as a project function is specially created to work with projects. It is activated in the toolbar.
 
The analysis is carried out consequently in the following stages…

3 Acknowledgment

The author of the program makes an acknowledgment to Eliyahu M. Goldratt, as his ideas presented in the book "Critical chain" have
formed the basis of this section.
 
This book is also recommended for all users. It is not only informative, but is written in a captivating literary manner.

4 Time parameters  

5 Checking time
parameters All objects of a diagram to analyze shall have an assessment of the expected execution time.

6 Are all assessments
specified?

No
Yes

7 Stop analyzing Objects without indicated time will be marked by the program with tags. Eliminate deficiencies and start the analyzing process again.
8 Critical path  

9 Search for a critical
path of a project

A critical path is the longest consequence of tasks, leading to the achievement of a project goal.
 
The program will highlight the objects and links of a critical path with a color fringe.

10 Special significance It is important to understand the special significance of tasks in a critical path, as every increase of terms in such tasks inevitably
results in increase of terms of completing the entire project.

11 Focal point
When you manage a big project, it is necessary to focus on particular stages of a project, where interference is needed.
 
Indicators in form of time buffers put in special diagram points can help you to find these stages.

12 Time buffers  

13 Localizing time buffer
points The program will indicate the points in which you have to put time buffers.

14 Put buffers in the
indicated points Start the analyzing process again

15 Determining a buffer
size The program will determine and set a required size for each time buffer of a diagram.

16 Setting late starts

The program will determine for the initial tasks of feeding paths a required delay for starting work after a project start.
 
It is a bad practice to start the tasks of feeding paths at the start of a project, it results in an increase of a number of linked resources,
kept reserve, and loss of concentration.

17 Completing a project as
planned The program itself will complete a project as planned in order to activate the monitoring function for time buffers.

18 Synchronization of a
real schedule The program synchronizes a plan schedule with the real terms.

19 Analyzing completed In this stage, you will receive a project diagram with an emphasized critical path and localized and activated time buffers. A plan
schedule will contain a full calendar progress chart of a project, which you can evaluate in form of a Gantt chart, in lists.

20 "In the field" Despite apparent crockness of this description, the analyzing function is simple to work with. It only needs periodical activation and
the following execution of the hints put in a diagram.
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Localizing time buffer points
## 

# Name Description

1 Likelihood of
completing

As a rule, a task is performed in the expected time in 50% of cases. The program calculates for each task a buffer time which, being
added to the term, increases the likelihood of performing a task in time up to 90%.

2 Critical path reserve

If we put at the end of a critical path a time buffer with a size which is equal to the sum of reserve buffers of all path tasks, we will obtain
a term at which a project will be completed with the likelihood of 90%.
 
Note that we have not overestimated terms in particular tasks.

3 Control buffer of a
project

An object in form of a time buffer at the end of a critical path will indicate the size of the remaining time reserve and percentage of the
reserve use. If these values fall, you have to pay special attention to the tasks of a critical path.

4 Feeding paths A project may contain shorter paths besides a critical path, the result of which is used by tasks on a critical path. Such paths are called
feeding paths.

5 Dispersion A lot of feeding paths are possible. This fact makes the control over their execution difficult. There is also a risk that extension of terms
of the feeding path tasks may make a feeding path critical and result in exceeding project terms according to an initial critical path.

6 Critical path
protection

In order to protect a critical path from the problems on feeding paths, it is necessary to put a feeding path buffer in each place where a
feeding path becomes a part of a critical path.

7 Control buffer of a
feeding path

You can notice problem parts of a project in time and focus on them if you monitor the status of the feeding path time reserve, not
allowing a critical path to change.

 
Construction of the Nautilus

## 
# Name Description
1 Stage I  
2 Plan of the ship  
3 Shipping by sea  
4 Delivery of equipment and materials  
5 Building of the shipyard on an island  
6 Ship hull construction  
7 Stage II  
8 Machines construction At the Krupp works in Prussia
9 Delivery of machines  
10   
11 Installation of machines  
12 Stage III  
13 Equipment manufacturing Hart Bros. Factory, New York
14 Delivery of equipment  
15   
16  Initial process of a feeding path with a late start
17  Feeding path buffer
18 Equipment mounting  
19 Stage IV  
20 Ship testing  
21   
22  Critical path buffer
23 Nautilus  
24  After Jules Verne's "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea"


